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Professional JSP Tag Libraries
Synopsis

JSP Tag Libraries is an extension to Java Server Pages, the java API for web development, that allows a cleaner separation of logic and presentation. This promotes genuine reusability and improves the scope and power of JSP. JSP Tag Libraries teaches you how to create usable, maintainable, and flexible tags. We will teach you good practices, and the design implications of tags, that will enable you to maximise the reusability of your code. This book includes many useful code examples that illustrate the points being made. With the prevalence of material on using of jsp tags, we will not concentrate in detail on using 3rd party tags, but rather aim to take you from writing script-like JSP based applications to creating genuinely object oriented web applications.
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Customer Reviews

Professional JSP Tag Libraries has great, effective content that Web programmers will appreciate. It would have received 5 stars, except for the fact that there are technical errors. Each one isn't major, but it does affect the text's consistency and fluidity. For example, the diagram on page 41 that reveals the Web Archive File Structure misspells a directory name where the tag library descriptors are placed.

covers different aspects of tag libraries of JSP (custom and regular) in a detailed fashion. The author Mr. Brown has done a good job to explain the concepts of tag libraries. The book has useful code snippets that can be used for realworld problems. The book also provides screen prints of the actual output making it easier for the readers to find out the result of the code. The author has explained how STRUTS work and has explained it in great detail. Overall, this book is a good reference and will find a place in my office shelf. We are in the process of developing a JSP-based user application which uses STRUTS.
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